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Our favorite old lady is back and swallowing autumn items!FORMAT: Paperback book &

CDNARRATOR: Skip HinnantThat wild old lady is back swallowing fall-themed items. What can you

make from leaves, clothes, a pumpkin, and rope? That's right, a scarecrow!Perfect for fall and

back-to-school time.
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Lucille Colandro has written many books for children including the There Was An Old Lady series

illustrated by Jared Lee.

I love singing stories to my elementary students in music class. Over time, the students learn the

tunes as well and sing with me. They enjoy visuals which is why the thought of musical "story time"

is usually a success for me. I own a LOT of these story books, for each season and holiday. The

students become incredibly excited when they see we are going to "read-sing" an "There Was An

Old Lady..." book!

A friend suggested this book and my kiddos are in love with it! I am not really a fan of the

illustrations, I just don't think they are drawn well. But, the book is incredibly entertaining and my

kids literally want me to read it to them every day! It's a scholastic book so you can't go wrong.



I have twin 6 year old girls. I recently read this to each of their 1st grade classes - all of the kids

loved it. They had a good time trying to guess what the outcome would be from all of the things she

was eating. I was first introduced to this take on "There was an old lady who" books when our girls

were in Preschool. The teacher read "There was an old lady who swallowed some snow". Ultimately

after swallowing a bunch of things, she hiccuped or sneezed - and out came a snow man. Was

much better than the version I grew up with of "There was an old lady who swallowed a fly, perhaps

she'll die". Terrible thought! I love this clever and fun filled way of showing sequence. I plan to

eventually purchase all in the series. Love these books!

Great for speech and Language therapy. Fantastic sequencing in this series

This is a hysterical story and my son loves it. Since we homeschool, I've come up with a few

activities to go along with it. And we go out collecting leaves and talk about fall, and the different

items from the story as we are out and about.

I love this series. I buy them for my nephew and neice and write in them as a keep sake!

My son just love this book.Although it is make believe,the story seem to capture my attention in a

big way.Love it!

My grandson said he gives it five stars! And so does Mimi! He recommends writing another one

where she swallows TNT.
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